We present initial results in the development of a gyrokinetic particle-in-cell code for the whole-volume modeling of stellarators. This is achieved through two modifications to the X-point Gyrokinetic Code (XGC), originally developed for tokamaks. One is an extension to three-dimensional geometries with an interface to Variational Moments Equilibrium Code (VMEC) data. The other is a connection between core and edge regions that have quite different field-line structures. The VMEC equilibrium is smoothly extended to the edge region by using a virtual casing method. Non-axisymmetric triangular meshes in which triangle nodes follow magnetic field lines in the toroidal direction are generated for field calculation using a finite-element method in the entire region of the extended VMEC equilibrium. These schemes are validated by basic benchmark tests relevant to each part of the calculation cycle, that is, particle push, particle-mesh interpolation, and field solver in a magnetic field equilibrium of Large Helical Device including the edge region. The developed code also demonstrates collisionless damping of geodesic acoustic modes and steady states with residual zonal flow in the core region.
Introduction
Gyrokinetic simulation is a powerful tool to explore kinetic plasma dynamics with a scale comparable to magnetic fusion devices, and it is widely used to investigate anomalous and neoclassical transport phenomena in the core region, where centrally heated plasmas and energetic particles are primarily confined. On the other hand, phenomenological fluid models are mainly employed for the edge region where the hot plasma makes contact with material walls along open magnetic field lines. The edge plasma dynamics play a crucial role in determining the performance of confinement devices through nonlocal interaction with core plasma dynamics, wall erosion and the resulting contamination of core plasmas [1] . Edge plasma dynamics such as suppression of edge turbulence and steepening of pressure gradient are observed during the transport bifurcation to a desired plasma state called high-confinement mode (H-mode) with improved particle and energy confinement times in Tokamaks [2, 3] .
Edge plasma simulation based on the gyrokinetic approach is needed to take high-fidelity edge physics that includes non-Maxwellian particle distribution, complicated orbit effects near X-point, and edge micro-turbulence into account in the detailed estimation of divertor heat load [4] . In addition,
Brief Description of the Gyrokinetic Particle-in-Cell Simulation Code, XGC
Here, we introduce the basic numerical procedures implemented commonly in XGCa, XGC1 [17, 18, 25] and the present extension. The extended version adds the toroidal variation terms in the equations of motion and the field line tracing, utilizing 3D spline interpolation from different profile data in poloidal slices to estimate the toroidal variation terms. Plasma is represented by a group of marker particles. Electrostatic and equilibrium magnetic fields are defined on triangular mesh and cylindrical grid, respectively. The time step cycle includes push, scatter, field solve, and gather processes. The "push" process deals with time evolution of marker particles. The electrostatic potential and field are computed from the charge density by solving the gyrokinetic Poisson equation in the "field solve" process. The "scatter" and "gather" processes are particle-mesh interpolation to evaluate the charge density on the mesh from the marker particles and the electrostatic force acting on a marker particle, respectively.
Basic Equations
We consider one ion species with mass m i and charge Ze here. The time evolution of each marker particle in five-dimensional phase-space (X, ρ m , µ) is computed by the Lagrangian equations of motion under the gyrokinetic approximation [26] ,
where X m and µ m are the gyro-center position and magnetic moment of a marker particle with an index m, respectively. We use ρ m = m i v ,m /(Ze|B|), instead of v ,m as a component of the particle phase, where v ,m is velocity component parallel to the magnetic field. µ m is assumed to be constant. B and E are equilibrium magnetic and perturbed electrostatic fields, respectively. The particle position X is given in the cylindrical coordinate, X = (R, φ, Z) because the simulation domain is not limited in the core region where flux coordinates can be defined. Electrostatic potential Φ is obtained from the gyrokinetic Poisson equation [27] ,
where n, ñ i , andñ e are equilibrium plasma density, perturbed gyro-averaged ion density, and perturbed electron density, respectively. The electrostatic field is then derived from spatial derivatives of the electrostatic potential. The ion density profile is estimated from the spatial distribution of marker particles. We may use modeled electron response, such as adiabatic response, if electron dynamics are not included explicitly in the simulation. A hybrid RK2-RK4 scheme is used for time integration of these equations. In this scheme, the equations are solved two times in one time step (t → t + ∆t). First, particles are advanced to the half-integer time step t + ∆t/2 in the initial electrostatic field at t. In the resulting electrostatic field at t + ∆t/2, particles are then advanced from t to t + ∆t. In each step, we employ the 4-th order Runge-Kutta (RK) scheme to advance the marker particles.
Spatial Discretization of Electromagnetic Field
Using a two-dimensional triangular mesh, the electrostatic field and potential are discretized on a poloidal cross section with a toroidal angle φ j as follows:
where X nd j (i) = (R nd j (i), φ j , Z nd j (i)) is the position of the i-th triangle vertex on the j-th poloidal cross section.
Equilibrium magnetic field is uniformly discretized in the cylindrical coordinate such that B i,j,k = B(i∆R, j∆φ, k∆Z), where ∆R, ∆φ and ∆Z are the grid sizes. The magnetic field value at an arbitrary position needed for the particle push process and field line tracing is estimated with tri-cubic splines [28] based on magnetic equilibrium data on a uniform mesh in cylindrical coordinates.
The potential Φ is obtained from a linear finite element Poisson solver applied on each poloidal cross section. Electric field components E r and E z are obtained from finite difference calculation on the triangular mesh. The other component is calculated as a field-line following finite-difference calculation between two poloidal cross sections.
where X k j (i) is the position on the j-th poloidal cross section defined so that X k j (i) and X nd k (i) are on the same magnetic field line.
j+1 (i) and X j+1/2 j (i) along the magnetic field line. The resulting field-aligned component, E f f , is converted to the φ−component, E φ , by E φ = (E f f |B| − E r B r − E z B z )/B φ . Similar parallel derivative calculation using field line tracing has been also illustrated as Flux-Coordinate Independent approach in Ref. [29] along with formulation for a class of modeled equilibria with Cartesian mesh. E f f is defined on the half-integer poloidal cross section while E r , E z , and E φ are defined on the integer poloidal cross section, i.e., (E R (X nd j ), E φ (X nd j ), E Z (X nd j )). Therefore, additional interpolation on triangular mesh is needed to obtain Φ(X j+1/2 j ) and E f f (X nd j ).
Particle-Mesh Interpolation
The field line structure is also taken into account in the particle-mesh interpolation in "gather" and "scatter" processes. A schematic view of the interpolation is shown in Figure 1 . We consider a magnetic field line passing through the position of a marker particle with index m (large red point and dashed line in panel (a)) and its intersection with the nearest half-integer poloidal cross section (j = j + 1/2, panel (a)). Marker particles and triangle nodes on the nearest integer cross sections (j = j, panel (b), and j = j + 1, panel (c)) where the Poisson equation is solved are related to each other through this intersection.
In the gather process, electrostatic field, E m , at the position of the marker particle is obtained from
i m,l j,k are indices of triangle nodes around a circular orbit centered at X nd j (i m j,k ) with a magnetic moment µ m , where l is the index of the point on the circular orbit [30] . i m j,k and g m jk are indices of the nearest three triangle nodes of X m j on the j-th cross section and coefficients for three-point averaging in the triangle element (g m j1 + g m j2 + g m j3 = 1), respectively. l is the gyro-averaging operator using the index l. The first equation corresponds to three-point interpolation on the j -th poloidal cross section, while the second one corresponds to the linear interpolation between j-th and (j + 1)-th poloidal cross sections. The coefficients h m j and h m j+1 (h m j + h m j+1 = 1) are determined by the distances among X m , X m j , and X m j+1 along magnetic field lines. In the scatter process, the weight of the m-th marker particle, n m , is distributed to positions on the nearest poloidal cross sections (j = j, j + 1) such that
n m j (X) is the particle weight distributed to the position X on the j -th poloidal cross section. l indicates distribution into nodes around the circular orbit (inverse operation of l ). Total density perturbation at the triangle node is estimated by summing up the distributed weight for marker particles.
In general, X j+1/2 j is not identical to any triangle node on the j -th poloidal cross section. Therefore, additional interpolation between X j+1/2 j and X nd j is needed in Equations (9) and (12) . In the absence of this interpolation, the scatter and gather processes are confined in a certain area defined by a group of triangle poles. Scattered weight will be recovered to the original weight at the particle position if the gather process is applied. In the presence of the interpolation, the particle weight will be scattered outside the region where the particle can access in the gather process. The resulting numerical diffusion is a consequence of the discrepancy between the unstructured mesh and the magnetic field line structure. The parallel derivative calculation of electrostatic potential, Equation (8) , also suffers from this diffusion. The diffusion can affect radial transport in stellarators because flux surfaces as well as magnetic field lines twist in the toroidal direction. Thus, this issue will be more serious compared to that in tokamak simulations in which magnetic field and triangular mesh are both axisymmetric. The field-following projected position of a particle at X m j and the corresponding nearest vertices X nd j are given by red and green points in the top panel, respectively. Blue points indicate triangle vertices at which the particle weight is scattered when combining field-following projection (red arrow) and gyro-averaging (green circles). These are scattered to (b) j-th and (c) (j + 1)-th cross sections along the field lines (blue points) and distributed onto the triangle nodes on these cross sections (red points). In the gather process, physical quantities on these nodes may be distributed to a wider area surrounded by the red line on the half-integer cross section as shown in the bottom of panel (a).
Comparison with Fully Kinetic Particle-in-Cell Scheme
We compare the present gyrokinetic PIC scheme with conventional fully kinetic PIC schemes [31] . In fully kinetic PIC scheme, full particle orbits and electromagnetic fields are evaluated by Newton-Lorentz and Maxwell equations, respectively. In the gyrokinetic PIC scheme, gyro-center orbits and electromagnetic (or electrostatic) field are calculated by the gyrokinetic equations derived from gyro-averaged equations of motion and charge neutrality condition [32] . As a result, we can demonstrate kinetic plasma dynamics with a scale size comparable to the magnetic fusion device without resolving plasma oscillation, Debye shielding and gyration motion that limit grid and time step resolutions in fully kinetic PIC simulation. Since the gyration motion is defined on the plane perpendicular to the magnetic field, the gyrokinetic system has anisotropy on that direction locally defined. The anisotropy can be included in simulation with curvy-linear coordinates where the basis vectors are defined locally in accordance with the magnetic field. However, in the edge region, the curvy-linear coordinates can not be defined by analytical functions. Therefore we use orthogonal coordinate such as cylindrical coordinate. In this case, we can take the magnetic field structures into account numerically by using unstructured meshes and field-following interpolation [25, 29] .
Equilibrium Magnetic Field and Triangular Mesh for the Core Region

Interface to Three-Dimensional VMEC Equilibrium Data
We employ a three-dimensional magnetohydrodynamics equilibrium calculated by the VMEC code [22] for the core region. Assuming nested flux surfaces, flux coordinates (VMEC coordinates), (s, θ, φ), are used to represent the equilibrium data, where s and θ are the flux label (0 ≤ s ≤ 1) and poloidal angle, respectively. This coordinate can be converted to cylindrical coordinates by
where N p is the number of periodicity in the toroidal direction. N and M are the maximum toroidal and poloidal mode numbers used in the equilibrium calculation. The poloidal angle relates to a straight field line coordinate (s, θ , φ) by θ = θ + λ(s, θ, φ), where λ(s, θ, φ) is given as a Fourier series similar to r and z. The equilibrium magnetic field is given by Fourier components B n,m (s),
along with the rotational transform ι as a function of s and the coefficients R n,m (s), Z n,m (s) and λ(s, θ, φ).
To estimate magnetic field values in cylindrical coordinates, the cylindrical grid points (R i , Z j ,
by inversely solving Equations (13) and (14) using a Newton relaxation scheme. The magnetic field components in cylindrical coordinates (B R , B Z , B φ ) are calculated from the equilibrium data (B s , B θ , B φ ) by
where derivative terms are calculated from Equations (13) and (14).
Field-Aligned Triangular Mesh Generation
In order to define the triangular mesh on each poloidal cross section, we have to define the position of the triangle node and the connection of three triangle nodes. These are defined in the straight field line flux coordinates (s, θ , φ) to take the field line structure into account. The flux label is discretized as s = s i (i = 1, ..., N s ) uniformly in the normalized minor radius ρ ≡ s 1/2 , where N s stands for the number of flux surfaces.Each flux surface on the k-th poloidal cross section is divided by the triangle nodes. The position of a node with an index (i, j, k) on the first poloidal cross section with the toroidal angle φ(k = 1) = 0 is defined by
where j and N θ are the index and number of nodes on the i-th flux surface, respectively. Then, the node position on the k-th poloidal cross section is defined by
where ι(s i ) is the rotational transform for the i-th flux surface. The obtained position in the flux coordinate is converted to the cylindrical coordinate by using Equations (13) and (14). Triangle nodes with the same indices (i, j) are located on the same field line independently of the toroidal angle φ(k). Two nodes of a triangle are defined by the two consecutive nodes on a flux surface with indices (i, j, k) and (i, j + 1, k) so that one side of the triangle is along the flux surface. The other node is chosen from the neighbor flux surface. One can chose the third node with an index
The connection is defined independently of node positions in real space. An advantage of this method is that triangle shape as well as the node position follow magnetic field lines. However, significant modification of triangle shape for large ι may affect the finite element calculation or even produce invalid meshes. As an alternative, the third node can be chosen so as to minimize the distance between two triangle nodes on different flux surfaces (scheme 2). The triangle node with an index (i, j, k) connects to the nearest node on the (i + 1)-th flux surface with the index (i + 1, j (i), k). Resulting small cells between these flux surfaces with node indices (i, j, k), (i, j + 1, k), (i + 1, j(i), k), and (i + 1, j (i + 1), k) are divided into several triangles according to the distance between the two selected nodes. While this scheme suppresses the deformation of triangle shape, the correlation between triangle shapes and magnetic field lines becomes less obvious. Figure 2 shows examples of triangular mesh in the LHD (φ = (35/36)(2π/N p )). Panel (a) shows a fully unstructured mesh generated by a meshing tool in which Delaunay triangulation is applied inside the last closed flux surface (LCFS) [33] . Panel (b) shows the field-aligned mesh generated by scheme 1. The deformation of triangles is apparent near the LCFS, where the rotational transform becomes large. Scheme 2 is applied to the triangles near the LCFS in the mesh given in panel (c).
Triangle nodes do not follow field lines between the poloidal cross sections with k = 1 and k = k max for arbitrary values of the rotational transform, where k max stands for the index of the last poloidal cross section. To solve this issue, discretized flux label and number of nodes on the flux surface are corrected so that A(
is an integral number. This means the flux surface is a rational surface. If this condition is satisfied, any nodes on the k max -th poloidal cross section connect the nodes on the first poloidal cross section along the magnetic field lines. Node number N θ is corrected to N θ (i) by computing
denotes an adjacent integer of x. Then, the flux label is corrected so that A(s i , N θ (i)) = int[A(s i , N θ (i))] by inverse conversion from ι(s i ) to s i . We apply these corrections for flux surfaces with relatively large flux label so that the correction values remain small. The red line in Figure 2d stands for the number of nodes along the flux surface. The number of nodes deviates slightly from the original value (N θ (i) ∝ ρ(i), blue line) due to the primary correction. The secondary correction on s i was applied for ρ i > 0.32. Yellow and green lines indicate the difference in poloidal angle between the intersections of the field lines passing through the nodes on the k max -th poloidal cross sections and the nearest nodes on 1-th cross section. The difference is normalized to dθ (i) ≡ 2π/N θ (i). In the original mesh (yellow line), these two positions had almost no correlation, thus the differences had arbitrary values within ±0.5. In the corrected mesh (green line), the difference became significantly small by the primary correction, and almost zero for ρ i > 0.32 due to the secondary correction. This means triangle nodes follow the field lines even between 1st and k max -th poloidal cross sections.
Extended Magnetic Equilibrium and Unstructured Mesh Generation in the Edge Region
We extend the VMEC equilibrium defined for the core region by using a virtual casing method to include the stellarator edge region in the simulation. The magnetic field in the edge region is separately calculated from the external coil profile. The discrepancy between the core and the edge magnetic fields calculated by two different schemes is resolved by modifying the edge magnetic field by the surface current around the VMEC equilibrium. We employ the BEAMS3D code [34] in STELLOPT library [35, 36] to obtain the extended equilibrium by this method. The core magnetic field of the extended equilibrium is identical to the VMEC equilibrium. Therefore, the flux coordinate and the resulting triangular mesh can also be applied to the core region of the extended equilibrium. This property would also be useful to compare the simulation results with other results obtained from core plasma analyses using flux coordinates. Figure 3 shows an extended magnetic equilibrium in the entire region of the LHD (φ = 16/36(π/10)). The spatial profile of the flux label is shown in Figure 3a . The flux label s ≤ 1 inside the last closed flux label is extracted from the original VMEC equilibrium. Figure 3b shows the poloidal component of the magnetic field, where green and blue lines stand for the last closed flux surface and the vacuum vessel boundary, respectively. A smooth magnetic field profile is obtained in the entire region of the LHD. Flux coordinates cannot be defined in the edge region of a stellarator. The field-aligned triangular mesh in this region is determined by numerical field line tracing in the extended magnetic equilibrium in a manner similar to creating a Poincaré plot of the magnetic field line. We trace magnetic field lines from certain points in the edge region until the field lines reach the vacuum vessel. The intersections between the field lines and a poloidal cross section give the location of the triangle nodes. The starting points of the field line tracing are uniformly distributed in the cylindrical coordinate with a resolution of (4.8 cm, 4.8 cm, 2 deg) so that the typical resolution in the stochastic region is ∼1 mm in each poloidal cross section. Figure 4a shows the resulting triangle node on a poloidal cross section in LHD. Connections among the nodes were defined by using the meshing tool, Triangle [33] with an internal boundary extracted from the triangle nodes on the last closed flux surface defined in the mesh generation for the core region. While the triangle shape cannot follow the magnetic field lines in the stochastic region, the triangle nodes follow magnetic field lines within accuracy of the field line tracing so as to reduce the numerical dissipation. The triangle nodes were densely populated near the divertor legs and the core region as shown in Figure 4a . This is because the magnetic field lines with long connection lengths in these regions can create a large number of triangle nodes. Figure 4b shows the triangle areas in m 2 on a logarithmic scale. In Figure 4 , the number of nodes in the edge region is about 70,000, roughly comparable to that in the core region with a resolution O (1 (mm) ). Triangles are refined in the stochastic region near the last closed flux surface and divertor legs. Triangle areas in these regions are ∼10 −5 (m 2 ) roughly comparable to those in the core region. Triangle areas in the other region near the vessel boundary are up to ∼10 −3 (m 2 ). The refined areas are important in the fusion plasma simulation because heat and particle fluxes to the divertors pass through these regions dominantly. In other words, the triangle meshes are adaptively refined in the physically important region. Another advantage of this meshing scheme is that global field line quantities such as connection lengths can be uniquely defined at the triangle nodes as in Poincaré plots. Thus, the relationship between edge plasma dynamics and global field line structures can be evaluated through the particle-mesh interpolation. Mathematical operations relevant to the field line structure such as field line averaging can be easily applied to the triangular mesh because triangle nodes are classified by magnetic field lines.
Verification Tests for the Implemented Schemes
Particle Tracing in the Extended VMEC Equilibrium
As a benchmark calculation on the "push" part, we compute particle trajectories in the extended VMEC equilibrium. The results are compared with another particle tracing calculation [37] for LHD with β = 0 using the equilibrium calculation code, HINT [38] . Particles are located initially along the horizontal axis, Z = 0, on the poloidal cross section at φ = (2π/10)/2 with various pitch angles between 0 and π. Particle energies are fixed at 100 keV. The initial positions of particles are shown in Figure 5a . The particle orbits are calculated until t 0 = 10 ms. This is equivalent to ∼1000R 0 /v ti or 10 6 ω −1 ci in typical hydrogen plasmas in LHD and longer than time scales of most neoclassical and turbulent transport phenomena (typically 0.2-1 ms). The time step is ∆t = 2 × 10 −9 s. The resolution of the equilibrium magnetic field data in the cylindrical coordinate (R, φ, Z) is (6.7 mm, 1 deg, 6.7 mm).
Figure 5b shows variations in flux label along the particle orbit as a function of the particle initial condition. The variation of flux label will be small if particles move on a flux surface. Conversely, a large deviation of flux label indicates chaotic particle motion in which particles move away from a flux surface. Passing orbits are observed for large pitch angles while banana orbits are observed for small pitch angles. Particles with initial pitch angles near the threshold perform the chaotic motion as shown in the red parts of the figure. Lost particles which reach the vacuum vessel boundary are also indicated by the white parts in Figure 5a . Particles that start from outside or in the vicinity of the LCFS (cyan vertical lines) cannot be confined, and reach the vessel boundary. In addition, one can see that particles with chaotic orbits eventually reach the vessel boundary, even though these particles are initially located inside the LCFS. Re-entered particles moving across the LCFS are also observed for small initial pitch angle (<0.2π) and initial positions near LCFS (green areas in Figure 5b) .
Obtained results are compared with the results of previous particle orbit analysis [37] . Magnetic field equilibria employed in that analysis were obtained by HINT code using a relaxation scheme without assuming nested flux surface structure in the core region [38] . Results of this simulation at t = 30 ms is given in Figure 5c , where blue, yellow, green and red boxes indicate particle initial conditions for passing, trapped, chaotic and lost particles. Re-entered particles were observed for initial conditions marked by double circles. Conditions for chaotic, lost and re-entered particles are qualitatively in agreement with the present results (red and white parts in Figure 5b ). Small differences as observed in between Figure 5b ,c can be expected because of slight differences between the equilibrium magnetic fields generated with VMEC/BEAMS3D and HINT, and because of the different simulation time. Figure 5d shows the deviation of particle energy as a function of the initial position at t = 0.02, 1.9, and 10.0 ms. The deviation is limited within O(10 −3 ) at t = 10 ms for all particles in the vacuum vessel, including those moving around the LCFS and the vacuum vessel. Figure 5 . The deviation is averaged over the initial pitch angle and normalized to the initial particle energy, 100 keV. Energy conservation becomes more accurate by using smaller time step intervals. The deviation decreases roughly by ∼∆t −(3∼4) . This polynomial dependence is roughly consistent with that expected from RK4 scheme (∆t −4 ). These results suggest that the "push" process with toroidal derivatives can accurately trace the particle orbit in non-axisymmetric geometries by using three dimensional spline interpolation. It is also suggested that artificial discontinuity and divergence of magnetic field that can disturb particle motion are negligibly small in the extended VMEC equilibrium. Figure 7a shows a typical orbit of chaotic particle motion in LHD. Color indicates radial position of the particle. Enlarged view in the green box is given in Figure 7b . Initial condition of the particle is R = 3.0 m, pitch angle 0.7π and φ = (2π/10)/2 (yellow circle in Figure 5b ). While the particle rotates throughout the torus in the high field side (R < R ax = 3.64 m), where R ax stands for the position of magnetic axis, the particle is trapped around the helical ripple structures of magnetic field in the low field side (R > R ax ). The trapped particle orbits are different in each helical ripple because the ripple structure acts as a stagnation point separating the passing and trapped orbits. Figure 7c shows typical particle orbit in a circular tokamak with axisymmetric geometry. The initial condition is R = 2.0 m, pitch angle 0.33π and φ = (2π/10)/2. The particle moves throughout the torus and is not locally trapped. Figure 7d shows the deviation of flux label along the particle orbit as a function of initial condition. There is no chaotic orbit and the deviation is limited within ∼0.3. Therefore only the particles near the LCFS (R = 1.2 m and 2.2 m) can escape from the core region [39] . The asymmetric profile of deviation in the radial direction comes from the difference of particle motion in high and low field sides. On the other hand, the symmetric profile in LHD (see Figure 5d) indicates that the ripple structures rather than the torus structure determine the particle motion. 
Particle-Mesh Interpolation in Field-Aligned Mesh
The effectiveness of the triangular mesh generated in the flux coordinate is evaluated for the particle-mesh interpolation in "scatter" and "gather" processes. We consider a marker particle located at an arbitrary position and estimate scattered weights at the triangle nodes and gathered weight at the particle position. For simplicity, the gyro-radius of the particle is assumed to be 0. The gyro-averaging operator defined on each poloidal cross section is independent of the field-following interpolation in the toroidal direction. Figure 8 shows spatial profiles of scattered/gathered weights estimated in two types of triangular meshes, including a fully unstructured mesh (mesh A) and the field-aligned mesh generated in flux coordinates (mesh B). Mesh A is generated by a triangulation tool, Triangle [33] , as in Figure 2a . These meshes have roughly the same resolution with triangle sizes of ∼3 (mm) × 3 (mm). Green and purple bars stand for original particle weight (≡1) and gathered weight from the triangle nodes after the scatter process, respectively. Orange and red bars stand for scattered weights on integer (0 and 1) and half-integer (1/2) poloidal cross sections, respectively. Figure 8a shows the weight profile in mesh A. The particle weight is widely spread away from the particle and only ∼60% of the original weight is gathered to the particle position, as shown in the purple bar. Remaining weight is considered to be dissipated due to the field following interpolation. On the other hand, in mesh B (Figure 8b ), the interpolation is limited in a certain number of triangle nodes without the additional dissipation. The weight at the particle position is recovered almost completely within a small deviation ∼10 −5 .
The same estimation is performed for particles randomly placed in mesh B. Figure 8c shows gathered particle weight at each particle position. Reduction of the weight is limited within a small value (≤O(10 −2 )) in the whole area of the mesh. This indicates that field line tracing using three-dimensional spline interpolation is consistent with the flux coordinate in VMEC equilibrium and the field-aligned triangular mesh could minimize the artificial dissipation in the particle-mesh interpolation. The green bar is the original particle weight (=1). The orange and red bars are the particle weight scattered on integer and half-integer poloidal cross sections, respectively. (c) Particle weight gathered from triangle nodes after the scatter process estimated for randomly placed particles.
The particle weights averaged over the flux surfaces are given in Figure 9a as a function of flux label and poloidal cross section. Bin size of the flux label is 1/16. 96 poloidal cross sections are used in this calculation. Deviation of the weight is limited within 0.005 in every poloidal cross sections except near the magnetic axis (small flux label) on the last poloidal cross section (φ ∼ 1). This is because the corrections in the discretization of flux coordinate in the mesh generation are not applied near the magnetic axis. Figure 9b shows averaged particle weight as a function of flux label obtained with 96 (purple), 48 (green) and 24 (cyan) poloidal cross sections. Error bar stands for standard deviation of the particle weight in a flux surface. The numerical diffusion due to particle-mesh interpolation becomes negligible as more poloidal cross sections are employed. This dependency originates from the accuracy of spline interpolation in the field line tracing calculation. The same verification test is applied to the triangular mesh in the edge region. Figure 10 shows statistics of particle weight after the scatter/gather process. Because triangle vertices are defined by field-line tracing, particle weight loss in the field-following interpolation is small. 62% and 85% of test particles lose < 1% and < 5% of their weight after the scatter/gather process, respectively. Different from the mesh in the core region, the weight loss is significant for some test particles. This is because a few % of mesh vertices are added or removed to eliminate ill-shaped triangles in the mesh generation process. 
Field Calculation on Non-Axisymmetric Triangular Mesh
Finite difference and finite element calculations in the "field" process are validated by using a model charge density on the triangular mesh. For simplicity, we consider flux surface averaged charge density and resulting radial electric field. The charge density profile is given by a function of normalized minor radius ρ,
where δρ = 7.8 × 10 −3 , ρ 0 = 0.4, and ρ L = 0.04. e stands for the elementary charge. V(ρ) is the total volume occupied by the triangle nodes on a flux surface with a normalized minor radius. This profile corresponds to the outward displacement of a uniform charge density on the flux surface. Constant number density n = 3.04 × 10 19 (m −3 ) is assumed. δρ, ρ 0 , and ρ L are the displacement, initial position, and width of the charge population, respectively. Figure 11a shows the charge density on the poloidal cross section with φ = 1/18(2π/10). We choose a preconditioned Conjugate Gradient iterative method to solve the linear equations of the finite element Poisson solver with PETSc library. Geometric algebraic multigrid method is used as the preconditioner. Figure 11b shows the obtained electrostatic potential profile. The accuracy of the solution is obtained by evaluating the residual (5)). Figure 11c shows the difference between left hand side (LHS) and right hand side (RHS) terms in the Poisson equation with respect to the basis function in the finite element solver. The color indicates the difference normalized to the maximum value of LHS at the position of each basis function. One can see that the residual error is limited within the order of 10 −6 in this case. The electric field is estimated by the finite difference of the electrostatic potential. This includes finite difference calculation on the triangular mesh and along the magnetic field line in the toroidal direction. Radial component of the electric field from flux-averaged electrostatic can be alternatively estimated by the one-dimensional radial Ampere's law,
where Γ and v A are flux-averaged radial flux and Alfvén velocity, respectively. denotes a flux-average operator. A minor term, |∇ρ| 2 | 0 ∂E r (ρ)/∂t, is neglected in LHS. This equation is analytically equivalent to the gyrokinetic Poisson equation (Equation (5)) for flux-averaged values. The three-dimensional geometry is included in the c 2 /v 2 A |∇ρ| 2 | term. The radial Ampere's law with the minor term has been employed in neoclassical transport simulations for stellarators using Fortec-3D [40] . For a small δρ, radial flux corresponding to the charge density profile in Equation (22) is given by Figure 12a shows profiles of the charge density in Equation (21) and the radial flux in Equation (24) . Figure 12b shows the comparison between radial electric field profiles resulting from the Poisson solver and the one-dimensional equation. The former (purple line) is derived by the spatial difference of electrostatic potential, Φ, which is the solution of the Poisson equation shown in Figure 11b . The latter (green dots) is derived from Equation (23) by substituting the radial flux in the absence of initial electric field. As shown in the figure, these two estimations are in agreement with each other, indicating that the non-axisymmetric configuration is correctly included in three-dimensional derivative calculations of the electrostatic potential. Figure 13 shows the relative differences between radial electric field profiles resulting from Equations (5) and (23) . These are normalized to the peak value of the radial electric field. We perform simulations with different triangle meshes and toroidal resolutions. The triangle meshes have 256 flux surfaces (mesh A: 102,529 mesh vertices per plane) or 128 flux surfaces (mesh B: 25,665 mesh vertices per plane). 24, 48 or 96 poloidal planes are employed per helical field period. Purple, green, red and cyan lines give the differences resulting from mesh A × 24 planes, mesh A × 48 planes, mesh A × 96 planes and mesh B × 48 planes, respectively. In all cases, the differences are comparable to or less than 1% independently of the toroidal resolution. Main differences around ρ = 0.4 depend on the triangle mesh resolution. This small discrepancy could be caused dominantly by difference between finite difference schemes on the triangle mesh (Equation (5)) and those in the radial direction (Equation (23)). (5) and (23) normalized to the peak electric field. Purple, green, red and cyan lines denote the results using mesh A × 24 planes, mesh A × 48 planes, mesh A × 96 planes and mesh B × 48 planes, respectively.
The finite element solver is also tested in the entire region of the LHD. We could combine two meshes for the core and edge regions with the same triangle nodes along the LCFS. We consider a uniform charge density for the field calculation including the edge region where flux surfaces are not defined, while the charge density profile defined by normalized minor radius is assumed to compared with the field Equation (23) for the core region. Figure 14a shows the electrostatic potential profile obtained for a charge density of 10 15 (e/m 3 ) by assuming constant density and magnetic field, |B| = 2 (T) and n = 10 20 (1/m 3 ). We employ a boundary condition so that the electrostatic potential is equal to zero at the vacuum vessel. The green line in the figure indicates the LCFS where these two meshes are connected to each other. A smooth potential profile is obtained according to the vacuum vessel, independently of the LCFS. The residual error in the Poisson solver is given in Figure 14b . The solver converges within a small residual error ∼O(10 −7 ) in the entire region. These results suggest that the combined triangular mesh works well as a unified mesh in the finite element solver even though mesh generation schemes are quite different in the core and edge regions. We have illustrated capacity of the triangular mesh to apply to the stellarator edge region satisfying the basic requirements for whole-volume modeling, such as continuity of solutions of the finite element solver and approximate field-following mesh vertices consistent with continuous equilibrium magnetic field. A short fall in the present work is not to solve the gyrokinetic Poisson equation (Equation (5)) in the stellarator edge region with self-consistent charge density from the simulation. This work is on-going and will be reported in the future. Since kinetic plasma dynamics in a stellarator edge region are not understood theoretically, direct comparison with experiments would be needed to validate the simulation code. This is one of the final goals of our work and beyond the scope of this manuscript.
Benchmark Test on Collisionless Damping of Electric Field Perturbation in LHD
We perform a benchmark calculation of collisionless damping of oscillatory radial electric field perturbations, geodesic acoustic modes (GAMs) [41] in LHD using the field-aligned mesh and Equation (23) [42] . The small initial perturbation of the radial electric field tends to be dissipated into a steady state with a finite residual electric field perturbation [43] . Wavenumber and amplitude of the initial perturbation are kρ i = 0.7 and E 0 = 1 eV, respectively. Temperature and density are 1.49 keV and 3.04 × 10 19 m −3 , respectively. Simulation results are compared with the results of local analytical theory [44] and another gyrokinetic simulation using GT5D [45] . GT5D is a global Vlasov gyrokinetic code using a flux coordinate system. Figure 15a shows the time evolution of radial electric field averaged on a flux surface with a normalized minor radius ρ ∼ 0.51 obtained from the present simulation code (blue), GT5D (red) and the analytical theory (green). Collisionless damping of the GAM is observed to have a very similar time scale ∼10 R ax /v ti with comparable residual field (∼0.1-0.15 E 0 ). Here, v ti is ion thermal velocity. As discussed in [45] , the difference between the results of the gyrokinetic simulations and the analytical theory might come from the use of global magnetic field geometry in the simulations. The steady state after the GAM has decayed is sustained by zonal flow along the flux surface (see, Figure 15b ) due to E × B drift motion from the small residual electric field (potential energy is ∼10 −4 of the ion thermal energy). Therefore accurate representation of flux surface structures in the unstructured mesh is necessary to demonstrate the steady state. 
Conclusions and Discussions
A gyrokinetic particle-in-cell simulation code for whole-volume modeling of stellarators has been developed by extending XGC, which was originally developed for tokamaks. The following features are newly implemented to deal with non-axisymmetric geometries and stochastic field line structure in the edge region:
1. The magnetic field profiles in the core region are defined by three-dimensional VMEC equilibrium data. The equilibrium data are discretized in the cylindrical coordinate. Three-dimensional spline interpolation is used to obtain magnetic field values at an arbitrary position. 2. Non-axisymmetric triangular meshes are generated in the flux coordinate so as to include flux surface structures and follow field lines. Triangular unstructured meshes are employed to define perturbed values such as electrostatic field, charge density, and other plasma fluid moments on planes of constant toroidal angle. The field-aligned mesh is useful to reduce numerical dissipation in particle-mesh interpolation and to enhance numerical efficiency in the field solve. 3. The VMEC equilibria are smoothly extended to the edge region of LHD using a virtual casing method. The edge magnetic field is estimated from the surface current of the core region as well as the external coils. The magnetic field in the core region is identical to the VMEC equilibrium, and therefore compatible to the triangular mesh in the core region. 4. Field-aligned triangular mesh in the edge region is generated by numerical field line tracing in the extended equilibrium. The generated mesh is automatically refined in the stochastic region and divertor legs. The mesh can relate plasma dynamics to global field line structure through the particle-mesh interpolation.
Benchmark tests for the implemented schemes are performed for each calculation step, "push", "gather", "scatter", and "field":
1. For the "push" step, particle orbits are calculated in the extended VMEC equilibrium.
The relationship between particle loss at the vessel boundary and initial condition (position and pitch angle) is in good agreement with a previous simulation study using a HINT equilibrium. This agreement indicates that the "push" process using three-dimensional spline interpolation can trace particle orbits accurately in the extended VMEC equilibrium. 2. For the "field" step, the finite-element Poisson solver is applied to a model charge density profile on the triangular mesh. We confirm that the Poisson solver converges within a small residual level. The flux-surface averaged electrostatic potential evaluated from the alternative equation (radial Ampere's law) is almost indistinguishable from that obtained from the finite-element gyrokinetic Poission equation. The finite element Poisson solver also converges on the unified triangular mesh including the core and the edge regions to obtain a smooth solution independently of the interface of the two meshes at the last closed flux surface.
3. The particle-mesh interpolation in "gather" and "scatter" processes is applied to a marker particle on the triangular mesh. The field-following interpolation in these procedures is observed to be confined within a certain number of triangle vertices. The particle weight is recovered by gathering the scattered weight without numerical dissipation related to the field following interpolation.
